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• The cTA™ markup is a visual representation of the data generated by the algorithm.

Inter-Pathologist and Intra-Pathologist Scoring Variability

• For both inter-pathologist and intra-pathologist variability assessments, the within-sample standard
deviation of the digital score was less than the manual score in 10 out of 11 samples.
Intra-Pathologist Variability

cTA™ Clinical Laboratory Workflow
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Assessments* were completed by 3 different
pathologists.

Assessments* were completed on 3 separate
days (2-week washout period).

* Assessments included manual pathology scoring and review of algorithm performance, including adjustment of certain algorithm parameters to
improve performance if appropriate.

• Image analysis tools overcome some of
the challenges in conventional anatomic
pathology practice, particularly for complex
tissue architecture and heterogenous
biomarker expression.

• In a computer-aided workflow, a digital image
of the stained tissue is created with digital
pathology components.
• Algorithms analyze the tissue captured in the
high-resolution image and provide a digitally
derived score.
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Each graph represents scoring of 11
PD-L1–stained NSCLC samples.
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Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
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• The cTA™-calculated %PD-L1+ score in HPFs more
closely agrees with the cTA™-calculated whole
slide score (smaller absolute difference) than does
the manually calculated %PD-L1+ score to the
pathologist-estimated whole slide score (greater
absolute difference).
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Digital Scoring
Spearman (rank) correlation: 0.80; P < .0001
Pearson (linear) correlation: 0.89, P < .0000001
Manual Scoring
Spearman (rank) correlation: 0.74; P < .0001
Pearson (linear) correlation: 0.70, P < .001

P = .001†
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As compared with a manual scoring approach, cTA™-assisted scoring
• Significantly reduces variability in the scoring of a challenging biomarker stain
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The intrasample %CV for both the inter-pathologist and intra-pathologist assessments was
dramatically smaller for cTA™-based scoring (digital scoring) than for manual scoring.
www.flagshipbio.com

• The greatest divergence between the
digital scoring and manual scoring absolute
differences was observed in samples in the
middle range of staining (ie, 25% to 75%).

cTA™-based and manual scoring methods demonstrate a positive correlation with
a reference standard (NanoString).

cTA™-based scoring demonstrates better
correlation with NanoString than does
manual scoring.

cTA™ Workflow Advantage
The Power of Computation
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cTA™ significantly reduces variability in PD-L1 scoring as compared with a manual
scoring approach.
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Scoring Differences between Whole Slide and HPF
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cTA™ Markup:

cTA™-assisted scoring better represents scoring across the whole slide as compared with
manual scoring.
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In a proof-of-concept study, Flagship Biosciences evaluated the performance of manual versus
digital scoring approaches in a cohort of non–small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) samples stained
with the immunohistochemistry (IHC) protocol for the PD-L1 28-8 pharmDx complementary
diagnostic. A comparison of the 2 modalities demonstrated that in nearly all cases, the withinsample standard deviation of the cTA™ digital score was less than that of the manual score
(median interpathologist percent coefficients of variation [%CVs] were reduced from 124.9% to
7.8% and intrapathologist %CVs were reduced from 65.4% to 7.6% for manual and digital scores,
respectively). As an additional exploratory examination, the effect of heterogeneity on PD-L1
interpretation was also investigated. Pathologists evaluated the same whole-tissue slides within
5 high-powered fields (HPFs) using both manual and cTA™-derived scoring. Scores from these
HPFs were combined to create a single score of percent positive PD-L1 cells and were compared
with whole-slide scores derived by both manual scoring estimations and cTA™-based whole-slide
calculations. Results demonstrated that the use of cTA™ provides improved agreement between
HPF and whole-slide assessments. Finally, when both modalities are compared to a reference
standard, each method demonstrates a positive correlation to the orthogonal method, with
image analysis showing a slightly better correlation than manual scoring (Spearman correlations
were 0.80 and 0.74, respectively). Taken together, these studies demonstrate that the use of
cTA™ as opposed to manual scoring can significantly reduce variability in PD-L1 scoring.

The use of cTA™-assisted scoring as opposed to manual scoring allows for direct cell counting
and scoring across the whole slide.
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Tissue-based investigations can prove to be challenging due to complex tissue architecture,
heterogeneous biomarker expression, visual and cognitive “traps” that affect interpretive
precision, and subjective assessments that affect reproducibility. A major concern is that
these challenges could increase the risk of failure for therapeutic/diagnostic codevelopment
and clinical use since the biomarker measurements continue to increase in complexity and
require increasingly precise diagnostic cut-points. Image analysis tools have been developed to
overcome some of the challenges of conventional anatomic pathology practices, capitalizing on
the objectivity and computational power of a digital platform. A computer, however, lacks the
cognitive ability and experience of a human to interpret tissue architecture and context. Flagship
Biosciences’ Computational Tissue Analysis (cTA™) platform integrates the power of its Tissue
Image Analysis (tIA™) technology with the contextual experience of an anatomic pathologist to
produce robust, precise, quantitative results that demonstrate biomarker content in the tissue
context. Flagship Biosciences envisions the integration of its cTA™ technology into a computeraided clinical pathology workflow as a method to improve the precision of scoring for even some
of the most challenging tissue-based biomarker measurements.
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Abstract

• Provides improved agreement between HPF and whole-slide assessments
• Demonstrates better correlation with a reference method (eg, messenger RNA
expression) to determine accuracy with IHC scoring

